1.0

INTRODUCTION
1.1

General Background and Project Location
The proposed Development Unit 3/4 is anticipated to be an approximate 608-acre
Development Unit (DU) within the 3,151-acre Eastmark master planned community in
the City of Mesa (City). It is a Planned Community District (PCD) which is a mixed-use
development that will include single-family residential, multi-family residential, urban
mixed-use, commercial mixed-use, industrial, office, hotel, resort, golf, various
community uses, and open spaces.

This Master Wastewater Report has been prepared in accordance with Wood, Patel &
Associates, Inc. (Wood/Patel’s) understanding of the City’s technical requirements for
wastewater collection systems as applicable for Eastmark.

The Site is located within Sections 15, 22, and 23, Township 1 South, Range 7 East of the
Gila and Salt River Meridian. The Site is bounded by Ray Road to the south (from
Ellsworth Road to Inspirian Parkway), Inspirian Parkway on the east (from Ray Road to
Point Twenty-Two Boulevard), Point Twenty-Two Boulevard on the south (from
Inspirian Parkway to Eastmark Parkway), Eastmark Parkway on the east (from Point
Twenty-Two Boulevard to Warner Road), Warner Road on the north, and Ellsworth Road
on the west (refer to Plate 1 – Vicinity Map).

1.2

Scope of the DU 3/4 Master Wastewater Report
The DU 3/4 Master Wastewater Report presents wastewater design flows, and sewer
main sizes and locations as required to provide wastewater service to the Site. The
purpose of this report is to provide a sewer analysis reflecting the developed condition of
DU 3/4 prior to the full build-out of Eastmark, based on the land uses provided by DMB
Mesa Proving Grounds, LLC, and to identify the sewer infrastructure required to serve
the Site, while meeting the requirements of the City’s Engineering and Design Standards.

Updates to the DU 3/4 Master Wastewater Report may be required if significant changes
are made to the land uses and assumptions utilized to prepare this report. Additionally,
design criteria may change based on actual wastewater generation to calculate demand on
the system in the future.
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1.3

Wastewater Master Report for Eastmark
The Master Wastewater Report Update for Eastmark, by Wood, Patel & Associates, Inc.,
dated December 17, 2013 was approved by the City of Mesa. Additionally, the Master
Wastewater Report Update for Eastmark, by Wood, Patel & Associates, Inc. dated May
14, 2014, is being submitted concurrently for review and approval to the City of Mesa to
incorporate changes within DU 3/4 and DU 5E. The report sets the design criteria
required within Eastmark, and sets sewer basin boundaries tributary to the Elliot Road,
Warner Road, and Ray Road offsite sewers. The updated report includes revised land
uses and sewer alignments across Eastmark.

1.4

Study Area and Development Units
The study area includes the Ray Road and Warner Road Sewer Drainage Basins, per the
City of Mesa Wastewater Master Plan Update, 2009. For a detailed breakdown of
modeled land use areas, please refer to the following:

1.5



Table 2 – Overall Eastmark Modeled Land Use



Table 3 – DU 3/4 Modeled Land Use



Table 4 – DU 3/4 Wastewater Model



Plate 2 – DU 3/4 Master Sewer Exhibit

Basis of Design Reports for Specific Individual Developments
As development progresses within the Site, Basis of Design (BOD) reports are required
for specific individual developments to ensure compliance with the Master Report and
this Development Unit Master Report, and to identify significant variations in land use,
wastewater flows, and the wastewater infrastructure needed to serve the parcel.
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2.0

EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.1

Topographic Conditions
The Site consists of multiple automotive test tracks and undisturbed desert, which borders
the Site to the west, north, and the north half of the eastern boundary. Along the south
half of the eastern boundary, DU 7 is under construction. To the south, the Site is bound
by the Powerline Floodway and Ray Road. The land generally slopes in a southwesterly
direction, at approximately 0.5 to 1 percent. The peak elevation within the Site is
approximately 1,425 feet above mean sea level (MSL), located along Inspirian Parkway,
north of Ray Road. The lowest elevation within the Site is approximately 1,390 feet
MSL, located at the southwest corner of DU 3/4.

Refer to Plate 1- Vicinity Map for

roadway alignments.

2.2

Existing Offsite Wastewater Infrastructure
Existing public wastewater infrastructure in the vicinity of the Site includes the
following:


An existing 12-inch gravity sewer located along Mountain Road, between Elliot
Road and Pecos Road.



An existing 12-inch gravity sewer located along Signal Butte Road, between Elliot
Road and Galveston Road.



An existing 18-inch dry gravity sewer located along Warner Road, within the Loop
202 Freeway right-of-way.



The East Mesa Interceptor (EMI), which is approximately two and one-half (2 ½)
miles west of the Site, is an existing 54-inch and 66-inch gravity sewer line extending
in a southerly direction parallel with the East Maricopa Floodway.



A 27-inch and 30-inch gravity sewer located along Ray Road, flowing east from
Ellsworth Road discharging to the EMI, and a 21-inch and 18-inch gravity sewer
between Ellsworth Road and Signal Butte Road.



A 24-inch gravity sewer line in Elliot Road, beginning just west of Signal Butte Road
to the EMI at Ellsworth Road and Elliot Road.
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3.0

WASTEWATER SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1

Design Criteria
Wastewater design flows and pipe-sizing criteria utilized in this DU 5E Master
Wastewater Report are based on Wood/Patel’s understanding of the following:


The Master Wastewater Report for Eastmark.



Applicable wastewater system design criteria listed in the 2012 City of Mesa
Engineering Design Standards, along with City accepted population based criteria
per Table 1 – DU 3/4 Wastewater Design Criteria.



Regionally-accepted design standards.



Title 18, Chapter 9 of the Arizona Administrative Code.

Table 1 presents the Unit Daily Wastewater Flow for each land use category based on
density and population.

3.2

Wastewater Design Flows
Estimated wastewater design flows under full build-out conditions were estimated for DU
3/4 based on design criteria listed above and planned land uses. Projected full build-out
average day wastewater flows for DU 3/4 and the existing development within Eastmark
including the First Solar retrofit site and DU 7 are summarized as follows in millions of
gallons per day (MGD):

DU 3/4
Flows

Offsite Eastmark
Flows

Total
Eastmark Flows

Elliot Road Outfall:

0.00 MGD

3.96 MGD

3.96 MGD

Warner Road Outfall:

0.10 MGD

0.00 MGD

0.10 MGD

Ray Road Outfall:

2.49 MGD

0.87 MGD

3.36 MGD

Total:

2.59 MGD

4.83 MGD

7.42 MGD
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Sewer pipe capacities are based upon conveying the flow at two-thirds of the pipe
capacity. It is Wood/Patel’s understanding that wet-weather infiltration is accounted for
within the City of Mesa peaking factors listed in the 2012 City of Mesa Engineering
Design Standards.

An additional scenario was analyzed in this report to evaluate pipe sizes during a peak
wet-weather wastewater flow, while a 450-000-gallon pool is drained at a rate to empty
within 8 hours (938 gpm) downstream of the proposed Aquatic Center within DU 3/4.
Results of the peak wet-weather flow analysis are shown on Table 14 – Wastewater
Model, Full Build-Out Condition. Results show that during the peak wet-weather event,
the limiting section of downstream sewer is the 15-inch line from Node R5 to Node R3,
located immediately downstream of the Aquatic Center. During the peak wet-weather
flows, this pipe section is flowing at 49.4 percent of the full-flow capacity with a d/D =
0.49. When the pool flow of 938 gpm is added to the peak wet-weather flow, the total
sewer flow equals 1,891 gpm, which is 92-percent of the maximum capacity of the 15inch sewer, and has a d/D equal to 0.80. Refer to Table 15 – Calculated Pipe Capacities,
Full Build-Out Condition for the results, and Plate 2 – Master Sewer Exhibit, Full BuildOut Condition for pipe locations.
Additional detailed design flow calculations are provided in Table 4 – DU 3/4
Wastewater Model and Table 5 – DU 3/4 Calculated Pipe Capacities. Wood/Patel
utilized criteria within the 2012 City of Mesa Design Standards based on static peaking
methodology to calculate peak wet-weather flows for Eastmark. Static methodology is
required by the City on an individual project basis to size onsite sewer lines.

It is our understanding the City utilized a diurnal peaking methodology to evaluate the
overall tributary area, including Eastmark, to aid in the design of the Ray Road and Elliot
Road sewers. Diurnal peaking methodology is based on observed and/or estimated daily
wastewater flow cycles for comparable developed areas, and is generally less
conservative than static modeling resulting in lower peak flows. As a result, the peak
wet-weather flows calculated in this report for Eastmark may vary from those used in
designing the Ray Road and Elliot Road sewer lines. The controlling section of the Ray
Road sewer is an offsite 30-inch pipe at 0.14 percent slope. The capacity of this pipe
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flowing full is 11.94 MGD, and at d/D = 0.9 is 12.7 MGD. Therefore, the peak wetweather flows for Eastmark would not exceed the capacity of the Ray Road Sewer.
Additionally, it is Wood/Patel’s understanding that the City of Mesa will evaluate their
wastewater collection system downstream of Eastmark utilizing diurnal peaking factors
to evaluate if the system has capacity to convey flows estimated within this report. If
these evaluations indicate the capacity is exceeded in these lines, DMB would participate
in projects necessary to provide additional capacity in these lines.
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4.0

PROPOSED SYSTEM
4.1

Planned Wastewater Infrastructure
The City of Mesa’s Wastewater Master Plan has four (4) sewer drainage basins within the
study area of the Site, which includes the Elliot Road, Warner Road, Ray Road, and
Williams Field Road Sewer Drainage Basins. The Elliot Road Basin serves DU 6 North
and DU 5 East. DU 3/4 is proposed to contribute wastewater flow to the Warner Road
and Ray Road Sewer Drainage Basins. Currently, the offsite Elliot Road and Ray Road
sewers have been constructed downstream of Eastmark, and the Warner Road and
Williams Field Road sewers have not been designed or constructed.

4.1.1

Ray Road Sewer Drainage Basin
The development east of Mountain Road discharges into an existing sewer line
along Mountain Road. An existing diversion structure at Mountain Road and
Ray Road allows the City to send the flows to either the Ray Road or Pecos Road
Sewers. All flow north of Ray Road is currently diverted to the Ray Road Sewer,
while flow from development south of Ray Road is conveyed south to Pecos
Road. It is the City’s intent to continue this mode of operation to provide
additional capacity in the Pecos Road Sewer for future development along Pecos
Road. This report considers the total design flow from the existing developments
east of Eastmark for the Ray Road sewer contributing full build-out flow at this
time. This upstream flow is accounted for per the Master Wastewater Report for
Ray Road Sewer between Ellsworth and Mountain Roads, prepared by CMX,
L.L.C., dated November 18, 2005.

4.2

Pipe Sizing
Proposed sewer lines for the Site were sized to accommodate peak wet-weather flow
conditions for the full build-out condition. The onsite collection system includes planned
sewer mains with diameters ranging from 8 inches to 27 inches. Refer to Tables 4 and 5
for wastewater models and calculated pipe capacities, and Plate 2 for the planned DU 3/4
wastewater infrastructure.
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5.0

CONCLUSIONS
The Master Wastewater Report for Development Unit 3/4 at Eastmark presented herein meets
City of Mesa standards and requirements, and serves as a guide for construction documents
associated with the planned wastewater system.

The following items highlight critical

conclusions:
1. Development Unit 3/4 is anticipated to be 608 acres within the 3,155-acre Eastmark master
planned community in the City of Mesa.
2. The wastewater system presented is based on the projected full build-out condition of the
Site.
3. Wastewater design criteria are based on Wood/Patel’s understanding of the 2012 City of
Mesa Engineering & Design Standards, regionally accepted design standards, the Master
Wastewater Report Update for Eastmark, and Title 18, Chapter 9 of the Arizona
Administrative Code.
4. The approximate average daily flow generated at build-out by the DU 3/4 is 2.6 MGD per
Section 3.2 of this report.
5. Proposed onsite sewer mains are sized to accommodate peak wet-weather design flow for the
full build-out condition.
6. The planned public wastewater collection system will outfall into the existing gravity sewer
line located along Ray Road and into a proposed gravity sewer line located along Warner
Road.
7. Wood/Patel’s model of the proposed on-site wastewater system provides conveyance and
capacity in conformance with the City of Mesa’s standards and Title 18 of the Arizona
Administrative Code.

8. The City of Mesa will evaluate their wastewater collection system downstream of Eastmark
utilizing diurnal peaking factors to evaluate if the system has capacity to convey flows
estimated within this report. If these evaluations indicate capacity is exceeded in these lines,
DMB would participate in projects necessary to provide additional capacity in these lines.
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